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Information
of Life
LIFE CONSISTS OF MORE THAN ALL THE PHYSICAL PARTS WORKING IN UNISON—
IT REQUIRES THE INFORMATION TO RUN THE PARTS. SCIENTISTS STILL DON’T
UNDERSTAND WHERE THIS INFORMATION COULD HAVE COME FROM.

E

by Brian A. Catalucci

xplaining life requires much more than the
spontaneous generation of complex new
physical features, such as the first DNA, cells,
organs, and brains. Life also requires something intangible—vast amounts of instructions stored in
DNA. This is separate and independent from the physical
world, yet just as essential for any form of life.
Where did all the information come from? As far as scientists know, information only comes from preexisting information. So this is one of the most difficult and insoluble puzzles for Darwinian evolution—and one of the most powerful
evidences that confirms the biblical account of creation.

WHAT IS INFORMATION?
So what is meant by information? Simply put, information
is a conceptual, nonmaterial entity (something that exists)
that conveys meaning, which can be used to make something, to do something, or to communicate something.
It is the basic ingredient of producing anything functional in
this world, and the key to functionality is organization. Information is needed to build any organized system, such as a
machine. It is the fundamental building block of the created
universe. Without information it would be impossible to make,
do, or communicate anything, and life itself could not exist.
The only place information can originate is from a higher
source of information. My work as a computer scientist is a
good illustration. If you want to build a computer system, all
the information that goes into that system must come from
a higher source of information: a computer designer and a
software engineer.

To discover that higher source of information for our
entire universe, we must look to the Bible for the answer.
In John 1:1, God’s Word states, “In the beginning was the
Word [Christ]”; and in Colossians 2:3, “in whom [Christ] are
hidden all the treasures of wisdom and knowledge.” Wisdom
and knowledge include information. So, according to the
Christian worldview, every bit of information in our universe existed prior to the creation, because it was hidden (contained) in Jesus Christ.
In Genesis 1 and Psalm 33 the Bible clearly reveals that
Jesus spoke His universe into existence through only His
Word: all the mass, all the energy, and of course, all the
information.
All information existed before the creation of the material universe, arising only from the nonmaterial, biblical God
(John 4:24). Information is a fundamental, nonmaterial
entity, separate from mass and energy. This means information has no material or physical existence. You cannot see it,
touch it, smell it, or taste it. You cannot weigh it on a scale
like a bag of sugar or store it in your refrigerator. Yet it is as
real as and has more importance and power than any physical or material entity that exists.
Other important nonmaterial entities exist. First and foremost is God. Others are outgrowths of information, which I
call the children of information, including logic, mathematics,
the laws of science, thoughts, emotions, morality, truth, justice, love, hate, intelligence, and consciousness to name a few.
The most important and useful things in our universe have no
physical existence, yet we use them every moment of our lives.
So does every plant, insect, bird, and animal in existence.
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Three Puzzles Evolution Can¹t Solve

The Unseen
Language of Life
Dots and dashes of
Morse code are arranged
into words in books.
In the same way,
DNA molecules store
information for complex
proteins using four
nucleotides. Where did
this language come from?

3 MORSE CODE SYMBOLS
(dash, dot, space)

4 NUCLEOTIDES
(A, T, C, G)

20
AMINO ACIDS

INFORMATION’S SPECIAL
CONNECTION TO MAT TER
Because information is not a property of matter, a rock
does not contain or create information. Interestingly, to
store, use, or display information in our world, a material
medium is needed: a piece of paper to display written words,
a schematic to detail the design of a Boeing 747, a DVD to
store songs and movies, DNA to record protein instructions,
and your brain to know how to drive a car.
This nonmaterial characteristic of information is easy to
demonstrate. For example, all cell phones require a computer that runs a software program (the information) to
control all the phone’s functions. If you weigh the phone, it
has a specific weight (say, 4.6 ounces or 130 g). If you delete
the software program (billions of bits of information), the
phone has the same weight but is now just a useless hunk of
metal, silicon, and plastic.
Without information, nothing in this universe would live,
operate, or communicate. For example, a Boeing 747 has
over six million parts but cannot fly without nonmaterial,
organized information. Suppose that all these parts could
be manufactured and assembled by chance without prior
knowledge of aerodynamics and engineering—the pieces
still could not fly. Even more information is needed to fuel
the machine and then fly you safely from Chicago to Beijing!

AN INTERESTING CONCLUSION
This leads to an interesting conclusion: information is
major evidence that disproves the evolutionary, materialistic worldview and strongly confirms the biblical worldview.
You see, information is in all life: it is contained in the
DNA of every living cell of every plant, animal, and human
being on this earth. It is the blueprint that tells a cell how to
grow, reproduce, and operate. It explains why you grew up
with the body of a human and not a carrot.
DNA is the most complicated, intricately organized computer program and database system in existence. It is also
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the most compact information storage mechanism known
to man. The question is: where did all its information and
programing come from?
Evolution depends on unguided, random, and accidental
processes over millions of years. Yet mutations and natural
selection have never been proven conclusively to add the kind
of genetic information required to produce life. At best, they
merely shuffle around existing information. In fact, mutations
and natural selection often remove information from DNA.
Secular scientists must answer the question, “How could
a purely materialistic system like evolution add nonmaterial
information to the DNA computer system to change one
kind of creature into another?” Also, “How did the first cell
obtain the information and control system necessary to fuel
its ‘engines’ and keep them running (metabolism)?” Darwinian evolutionists have yet to answer these questions.
Material entities cannot create nonmaterial entities.
Hydrogen and rocks do not create information contained
within DNA molecules. In In the Beginning Was Information,
Dr. Werner Gitt, a renowned specialist in information theory, showed that only nonmaterial entities (such as God and
man’s spirit) can create new information. This gives very
strong support to the biblical worldview.
So we can rest comfortably in our 747s, knowing intelligent beings built them safely from highly organized and
detailed information the Creator placed in the universe for
our benefit and His glory. Evidence of God’s wisdom is all
around us, not just in the physical world but in the intangible information that keeps life running.
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